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understanding that there is a shared lead that is not the village responsibility until it reaches the 47 
public utility. Easement line is where village responsibility ends. Better to have a public 48 
easement. Lead is the homeowner responsibility. Line belongs to village. Paul Santi -question 49 
about sewer stop at building 3. Individual sanitary leads to accommodate building serving 2 50 
units. From unit B to Unit A is about 70 ft. Unit C comes directly to manhole. Unit A and B 51 
share a stretch of sewer line.  52 

             Comments: Bruce Eck and McKenna feedback, and from Rowe. Irrigation installation               53 
              addressed. Based on history of site, approval be contingent on helical piers of senior building    54 
              official.  55 
              MOTION: by Curtis/Helmuth to approve the final site plan for Village Ridge Condo, Village  56 
              of Oxford, MI. with the following conditions: 57 

1.) All requirements from the McKenna letter dated 8.11.2020 and Rowe Engineering dated 58 
4.3.2020 are all met. 59 

2.) Sewer easement dedicated and recorded for Building No. three (3) from unit A & B that 60 
is to be recorded with existing sewer easement. 61 

3.) There will be no occupancy of these units until the approved sign is granted through the 62 
 Planning Commission. 63 

              Roll Call Vote: Ayes: 6, Helmuth, McClellan, Pielack, Bejma, Curtis, Ballard,                            64 
              Nays: 0. Absent: 1, Douglas. Motion carried. 65 
 66 

8. NEW BUSINESS:  67 
a.    Ordinance Review 6.1.18 B, Commercial Vehicles in Residential Areas-Village manager 68 

reviewed issue of commercial vehicles asking for not so rigid of a measurement and 69 
clarification. Mario Ortega sees it as a strict interpretation of ordinance that can be tweaked 70 
striking 8’ height of cab roof. The ordinance was not intended to be applicable to vans such as 71 
those used by DTE or mechanical contractors. Configuration of vehicle can be clarified while 72 
ensuring larger unsightly vehicles parked in driveways, blocking streets or emergency vehicles. 73 
Mr. Ortega will bring language back to the next meeting and bundle other fixes to the zoning 74 
ordinance with minor revisions that are outstanding. Commercial vehicle definition and 75 
clarification on roof height with diagram to be included. What best fits the neighborhood 76 
keeping safety and well being of residents in mind. 77 

                 78 
9. PUBLIC COMMENT: None.   79 

Kelly Arkles- Supports commercial vehicles ordinance amendment.  80 
Cheryl Lotan- Name of complex, Village Ridge has also been referred to as Valley Ridge. 81 
Ben Bourgeau-Goyette Mechanical, has commercial vehicle. 82 
Julie Hallock- Thanked commissioners and staff. 83 
        84 

10.   CONSULTANT AND ADMINISTRATIVE COMMENTS 85 
        Onica commented on the interchangeable use of Valley Ridge/Village Ridge. Corrections have 86 

been made to documents but Valley/Village has been used multiple times by multiple people in  87 
review documents, meeting materials, etc. Onica has gone back through records to fix by 88 
removing the references to ‘Valley’ wherever found. 89 

 90 
11.    COMMISSIONER COMMENTS: 91 

          Oxford Township-Commented on Township Building Department. M-24 will be closed with 92 
traumatic changes for traffic in the next 2 weeks. Culvers is breaking ground.   93 


































